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Preface

Computational social science was once known as the computer simulation of social
phenomena. This perception is very clear from the first book entitled Computational
Social Science that was edited by Nigel Gilbert in 2010 in his 4-volume collections
of 66 articles published from the years 1963 to 2008, a range of almost half a
century. The idea of blending social sciences with computer simulation is, therefore,
both new and anticipated; as Robert Axelrod has remarked, social interaction by
its very nature is highly computational. It involves multi-threading and parallel
information retrieval, processing, decision-making, and information spreading in
evolving social networks. By tracing how information is generated, used, and
spread, various disciplines in the social sciences can find their deep-grounded
connections. Computational social science, therefore, provides social scientists with
a platform to get overarched or integrated.

Big data, nonetheless, was not mentioned in any of those 66 articles; obviously,
this neologism did not exist in 2008. However, big data was mentioned 11 times in
the 320-page book, Introduction to Computational Social Science: Principles and
Applications, authored by Claudio Cioffi-Revilla in 2014. Hence, within such a short
span of 5 years, i.e., 2009–2014, big data has already become an essential part of
computational social science (CSS).

Over this very short history, what big data adds to the 50-year-old CSS is twofold.
First, as already mentioned, CSS can be viewed as the computer simulation of
various domains of social interactions, from the individual (micro) level to the
aggregate (macro) level. Before the era of big data, not all the details of the
corresponding social interactions were available; effectively speaking, many of
them were simply not archivable. With the advancement of ICT technology, Web
2.0, social media, ubiquitous computing, wearable devices, and the Internet of
Everything, the advent of the big data era makes these details become increasingly
available. These data availability results have a substantial impact on the evolution
of CSS: it enables one to calibrate, validate, and test simulated social interactions
with the ultrahigh-frequency micro details. Not only can we see and simulate the
ducks swimming on the water, but we can also see and simulate their feet paddling
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vi Preface

underwater. Taking financial markets as an example, it is not just the dynamics of
stock prices, or the decisions of myriads of traders, but we are now also endowed
with the opportunity to advance further into traders’ decision-making processes. In
this sense, big data consolidates the micro-macro links, as constantly pursued by
CSS.

Second, and probably more remarkably, is that big data availability facilitates
the dialogues and cooperation between social scientists and humanists. This is so
because big data brings in a new “geometry” of data, in the form of texts, images,
audios, and videos, which has made narratives, the essence of the humanities,
a rather substantial or an indispensable part of the social sciences. Needless to
say, social scientists and humanists share some common interests: human nature
and their social embeddedness. Classical economics is filled with such kinds
of writings, namely, Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations (1776) and Karl Marx’s
Das Kapital (1867, Vol. 1), to name just two. This narrative style was gradually
disappearing when economics became increasingly “pure” (mathematized), from
Leon Walras’s Elements of Pure Economics (1874), to John von Neumann and
Oskar Morgenstern’s Theory of Games and Economic Behavior (1944), further
to Gérard Debreu’s Theory of Value (1959). However, to get immersed in the
deplorable conditions of workers under an industrial capitalist society, one can
probably learn more from Charles Dickens, say, in his Great Expectations, than
from axiomatic or mathematical analysis alone. Similarly, just ask from whom one
can learn more about human nature: is it Sigmund Freud or Leo Tolstoy?

The new kind (geometry) of data in the era of big data also promotes the use of a
number of data analytics, such as text mining, corpus linguistics, sentiment analysis,
social network analysis, geographic information systems, and co-word network
analysis, which have now been used by both social scientists and humanists. The
sharing of these toolkits further enhances the dialogues and cooperation between
the social sciences and humanities. This in turn narrows the gap between CSS and
the humanities. For example, Leo Tolstoy’s magnum opus, War and Peace (1969),
has “simulated” more than 500 actors in some fine detail in his “model.” Can a
machine or CSS do this, or is a human writer armed with CSS able to come up with
something closer? We do not know, but the issue itself motivates us and is the vision
behind this book.

This book is unique in the sense that it treats big data as a key driver to actively
engage social scientists and humanists together in order to at least prepare their
dialogues in the future. In this vein, the book can be related to the recent book
Cents and Sensibility (2017), authored by Gary Saul Morson and Morton Schapiro.
They considered that social scientists can learn from the humanities in their inherent
wisdom. Throughout their book, Morson and Schapiro have employed Isaiah
Berlin’s famous caricature “Hedgehogs and Foxes” to shed light on the difference
between the social sciences and humanities. We appreciate their viewpoints. As for
us, we believe that computational social scientists can benefit greatly from their
conversations with humanists, but we also believe that such conversations can be
much facilitated if the humanities can also be studied in a computational format.
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Preface vii

The latter is well illustrated by what Franco Moretti has demonstrated in his Graphs,
Maps, Trees: Abstract Models for a Literary History (2005), which in effect coined
the term “computational criticism.”

In 2013, National Chengchi University (NCCU) initiated a research circle,
known as the digital humanities consortium. The constituent faculty members are
from both the social sciences and the humanities and are both local and international.
After 2 years of conversations, we found that it would be desirable to have a special
edition to provide an overview of the current state of big data in the social sciences
and humanities so that our ongoing dialogues can be landmarked and extended. In
this intended project, big data is the common language. While allowing for different
dialects, in a very similar way to there being different branches of a mighty river,
this river which is depicted by big data then traverses through a great landscape.

At the 2015 Conference on Complex Systems, held at Arizona State University,
Phoenix, the editor of this book had the chance to meet the Springer editor,
Christopher Coughlin. At that time, Mr. Coughlin was promoting the Springer
series on the computational social sciences. As the result of his kind invitation,
encouragement, and subsequent assistance, we can finally put our aforementioned
vision into action. In addition to Mr. Coughlin, our gratitude is also extended to
Jeffrey Taub, the project coordinator, who has helped us with various copyediting
details and logistics. Finally, the support from National Chengchi University’s
Digital Humanities Project, which is in turn sponsored by the Ministry of Education,
Taiwan, under the “Top Universities Project,” is also highly appreciated.

Hope that with all these internal efforts and external supports, we are ready to
begin a new page in the dialogue between social sciences and humanities.

Taipei, Taiwan Shu-Heng Chen
May 20, 2018
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Chapter 18
Computational History: From Big Data
to Big Simulations

Andrea Nanetti and Siew Ann Cheong

18.1 Introduction. The Vision for Computational History

Do historians need computational history to better understand the actual history?
Sir Arthur Stanley Eddington (1882–1944), in his 1927 Gifford Lectures said that
“the contemplation in natural science of a wider domain than the actual leads to a
far better understanding of the actual” (Eddington 1929, pp. 266–267). Before the
advent of computational technologies, the value of thought experiments, of which
Albert Einstein was very fond, was to present scenarios different from the ones
humans observe. The physical scientist would then follow the scenarios through
their logical ends to identify what we might have missed and realize what else could
be possible if we had lived in a different universe, and ultimately understanding the
physical laws that we have at a much deeper level (Eddington 1929).

We believe this can be equally true for simulations in historical sciences. The
historical accounts work on “what happened” (i.e., the factual), while computer
simulations tell us “what could have happened” (i.e., the counterfactual). Only
by combining both the most accurate assessment of what actually happened and
what could have happened, we can address the question if in history there are
such things as universal laws, from which we cannot deviate in a cause and effect
“mechanism-based understanding” (Paolucci and Picascia 2011, p. 135) of histori-
cal phenomena. The power of computer simulations can support historical sciences
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338 A. Nanetti and S. A. Cheong

Fig. 18.1 The Stages a discipline must progress through to become computational

to develop a shared prescriptive mode of inquiry in the assessment of primary and
secondary sources. It will also provide new freedom in the historian’s subjective
and descriptive identification and assessment of problems to be investigated. Figure
18.1 illustrates the stages, through which history can improve as a computational
discipline.

In general, it is known that to improve this kind of advancement of learning,
historians need to develop specific ontologies to parse data and recognize entities
from historical sources. These data can then be mapped into an electronic database
and used in analytical environments to build linkages between parsed texts and
recognized entities from other heterogeneous sources (e.g., Wikipedia, Open Street
Map, etc.) and search engines (e.g., Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic, etc.). For
this to happen, historical data also need to be published in online and open access
databases, so that they can be properly shared. Historians, as a collective whole, have
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18 Computational History: From Big Data to Big Simulations 339

big digital data, organized in databases but they are not very useful because most of
them sit with some kind of organization on the hard disk of individual researchers.

Scholars partially share their data via published books and journal papers, in
which data are manipulated in descriptive narratives and need a reverse-engineering
process to be used again for a different kind of thinking. If citations and notes are the
“procedures intended to communicate an effect of authenticity” (Ginzburg 2012a,
p. 21), since Modern times historians normally use the footnote as “the one form of
proof supplied in support of their assertions” (Grafton 1994, 1995, 1997). However,
over time these footnotes can become an unwieldy web that takes considerable effort
to navigate. Superhuman efforts are thus required to take all the pieces, and put them
together into a recognizable whole.

Therefore, not only the interface to the databases must be properly designed so
that it is user friendly, but also and most importantly the data must be curated and
tagged by experts using the same identified ontologies and vocabularies, in order
to aggregate the data, for example, into a graph database and make it publicly
accessible to the international scholarly community, so that any researcher who
needs a particular piece of data can find it easily and quickly (e.g., on MSRA Graph
Engine, Linx Analytics, etc.). The same identified ontologies and vocabularies can
be used to model historical data from historical sources as Linked Data (i.e., best
practices to export, sharing and connecting pieces of data in the Semantic Web) and
generate, for example, graph representations of the data (e.g., RDF using JSONLD-
JavaScript Object Notation for Linked Data), among other solutions (Grinin and
Korotayev 2010; Graham et al. 2016).

Unfortunately, nearly all historical databases were designed to be the end
products of research projects or programs. To further proceed, databases need to be
constantly expanded with the addition of new data sets. Among others, examples of
such excellent historical databases include the Digital Atlas of Roman and Medieval
Civilizations directed by Michael McCormick, the Seshat: Global History Databank
initiated by Peter Turchin, the Big History Project conceived by David Christian,
Trismegistos founded by Mark Depauw, and Pelagios coordinated by Leif Isaksen,
and the Collaborative for Historical Information & Analysis (CHIA) for creating
a world historical dataset initiated by Patrick Manning with support from the US
National Science Foundation (Manning 2013, Manning 2015). We believe that these
databases, as well as others, can become portals of historical knowledge, if they
also offer functionalities to combine data with metadata, show visualizations of this
combination, and run simulations based on insights gained from such visualizations.

Beyond the mandatory identifying metadata associated with each piece of
historical data, databases should also record the interactions between researchers
from different disciplines and the data, in the form of metadata. Clearly, these
forms of interactions between experts could not happen easily without the computer
database, because most of the expert assessments are pre-publication level and
conjectural, so we will not see them in journal publications or books, however
long we wait. In this sense, having very diverse data made available on a database,
and having metadata to augment the data sets themselves is one way the digital
computer is revolutionizing the study of history, by allowing historians more
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340 A. Nanetti and S. A. Cheong

intimate interactions with the data, and consequently closer interactions amongst
each other.

However, if we stop at this stage, then data sets and metadata will accumulate,
and very quickly the volume of data and metadata available will be so large that
no one expert can comprehend them anymore. Therefore, to take advantage of
the third wave of ‘really’ computational history’s opportunities, historians can be
helped by the computer to better comprehend the collection of data and metadata,
i.e., to go from simply data management aided by the computer (Graham et al.
2016, pp. 73–111) and to more sophisticated topic modelling and data visualisations
(“deforming, compressing, or otherwise manipulating data in order to see them in
new and enlightening ways”, Graham et al. 2016, pp. 113–158; pp. 159–194), and
network analysis (Hitzbleck and Hübner 2014, pp. 7–15; Graham et al. 2016, pp.
195–264).

In this Data Visualization stage, the historian will borrow various machine
learning strategies from the computer scientist to discover patterns in the data.
Because historians traditionally spend long hours working directly with data, they
become very good at formulating hypotheses, and thereafter finding from memory
other pieces of data that would support such hypotheses. However, it is highly likely
that they miss many other patterns in the data that do not fit into their modes of
theorizing. The suite of data visualization and machine learning methods developed
by computer scientists over the years can help discover most of these patterns. We
feel such methods have been under-utilized because (1) the historical databases are
fragmented, and therefore, patterns across different data sets cannot be detected,
and (2) the methods are not traditionally included in the training of historians.
More importantly, the historical databases are designed for human query, and not
necessarily structured for machine query and thus machine learning.

The final stage that history must reach to become a full-fledged computational
discipline, is Modelling and Simulation to explore big historical data in big
simulations, algorithmically—as John Holland would say (Holland 1975; Mitchell
1996, pp. 2–3). Models can be top-down (equation-based) or bottom-up (rule-
based), and can be analysed (by following the chain of logic in the equations or
rules until we arrive at conclusions) or simulated (by letting the computer follow the
chain of logic, so that we can interpret the conclusions). Models help us understand
the big picture, by functioning (in conjunction with analysis, and/or more likely,
simulation, when the model becomes too complex) as a macroscope that synthesizes
our fragmentary knowledge and insights into a complete whole.

As summarised by Shawn Graham, Ian Milligan, and Scott Weingart, the term
macroscope was first used by de Rosnay (1979) to discuss complex societies.
In literary criticism, a similar concept was called ‘distant reading’ by Moretti
(2005) and ‘macroanalysis’ by Jockers (2013). As for cultural history, an exemplar
demonstration of “data-driven macroscopic” approach is given by Maximilian
Schich and his research team (Schich et al. 2014, p. 562). Murray Gell-Mann
pointed out in his keynote lecture A Crude Look at the Whole: A Reflection on
Complexity given at the homonymous international conference hosted by Nanyang
Technological University Singapore from 4 to 6 March 2013, to increase the
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18 Computational History: From Big Data to Big Simulations 341

understanding of historical processes, we should improve the approach pioneered
by the British historian Toynbee, rather than simply criticizing and marginalizing.
In his twelve-volume magnum opus A Study of History, Toynbee presented the
development of major world civilizations starting from a history of the Byzantine
Empire (Toynbee 1934–1961; Gell-Mann 1997, p. 9; Schäfer 2001, p. 301). Others,
like Aiden and Michel (2013) also wrote about “a [macro]scope to study human
history” (Graham et al. 2016, p. 2).

In Sect. 18.3 we will explain the limitations of equation-based modelling,
however powerful, when applied to historical inquiry, and why it is more natural and
appropriate to adopt agent-based modelling (ABM). We will explain how we would
go about developing agent-based models, and how we can use their simulations
to add to our understanding of history. In spite of it being critical to macroscope
approaches, ABM, as a computational practice, remains largely unfamiliar to
digital historians, despite signs of increasing interest (Gavin 2014). In the historical
landscape, ABM, like in other disciplines, would explain general trends and offer
a complementary, but very different path to macroscopic knowledge. Joe Guildi
and David Armitage in their Historical Manifesto (2014) argued the importance
of macroscopic thinking. Shawn Graham, Ian Milligan, and Scott Weingart gave
to their monograph on Exploring Big Data (Graham et al. 2016) the subtitle The
Historian’s Macroscope.

Ultimately, the purpose of having models is to do predictions, and these can
be qualitative or quantitative. If we re-simulate the past, we can end up with a
simulated world (Gavin 2014, p. 24), interwoven by counterfactual histories. If we
simulate into the future, we will be exploring different scenarios. Counterfactualism
and the debate over contingency versus inevitability have been explicit themes
in modern evolutionary biology since Stephen Jay Gould’s book about evolution
and how to interpret evidence from the actual past (Gould 1989). The discussion
became relevant for history of science, in general (Radick 2005), and Osvaldo
Pessoa Jr has been exploring the role for computer models in assessing history
of science counterfactuals (Pessoa 2001). This discussion fits in the discourse of
“The Social Logic of the ‘Text’”, as discussed in 1997 by Gabrielle Spiegel, who
argued that “while cultural anthropology and cultural history (together with the New
Historicism . . . ) have successfully reintroduced a (new) historicist consideration
of discourse as the product of identifiable cultural and historical formations, they
have not been equally successful in restoring history as an active agent in the
social construction of meaning” (Spiegel 1997, p. 9). But, before we explain how
simulated histories can help historians, let us first link simulations to the historian’s
key problematics.

18.1.1 History’s Chase for Truth

According to the New Oxford American Dictionary, the Greek word ἱστoρία/historia
comes from histōr, which means ‘the one who saw, the testimony > learned, wise
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man’, and comes from an Indo-European root shared by wit/vit (to know) that gave
Sanskrit veda ‘wisdom’ and Latin videre ‘see’, as well as the Old English witan
of Germanic origin, and is related to Dutch weten and German wissen (Joseph and
Janda 2003, p. 163). Thus, history is a kind of knowledge acquired by investigation
with the intent to generate wisdom, and implies the action of ‘inquiring/examining’,
which is a requirement to move from knowledge (knowing how to do something) to
wisdom (knowing under which situations to act).

If one agrees with Aristotle (Poetics, 51b), the historians speak of that which
exists (of truth), the poets of that which could exist (the possible). In a computational
modelling perspective, Michael Gavin (2014) notes that “on the surface, computa-
tional modelling has many of the trappings of science, but their core simulations
seem like elaborate fictions: the epistemological opposite of science or history”.
He proposes “that these forms of intellectual inquiry can productively coincide”
(2014, p. 1). But, it is not as simple as that. Let’s give a few significant examples.
Roland (1967)—following the structural linguistics of Ferdinand de Saussure and
its anthropological extension made by Claude Lévi-Strauss—rephrased this key
speculation arguing if “the narrative of past events, subject usually in our culture,
from the Greeks onward, to sanction of the historical ‘science’, [ . . . ] is really
different, for some specific trait and an indisputable relevance, from the imaginary
narration, which we can find in epics, novels, drama?”

On an opposite interpretative angle, we have Carlo Ginzburg. “Under the
influence of structuralism, historians oriented themselves towards the identification
of structures and of relationships. This identification rejected the perceptions and
the intentions of individuals, or turned them into independent experiences, thus
separating knowledge from subjective consciousness. In parallel, the number, the
series, the quantification, which Carlo Ginzburg has called Galilei’s paradigm
[1986, 96-125 and 200-213], drove history towards a rigorous formulation of
structural relationships, the establishment of whose laws became its mission”
(Vendrix 1997, p. 65). The synopsis provided by the publisher for Carlo Ginzburg
essay collection (Ginzburg 2012a), states that he “takes a bold stand against naive
positivism and allegedly sophisticated neo-scepticism. It looks deeply into questions
raised by decades of post-structuralism: What constitutes historical truth? How do
we draw a boundary between truth and fiction? What is the relationship between
history and memory? How do we grapple with the historical conventions that
inform, in different ways, all written documents?”

Bernard Williams’ famous statement that “the legacy of Greece to Western
philosophy is Western philosophy” (Williams 2006, p. 3) is particularly true in this
circumstance, because Plato’s iconic quote from the Apology of Socrates (399 BCE)
still provides the exact framework: The unexamined life is not worth living (̔O δε

ἀνεξέταστoς βίoς oὐ βιωτo`ς ἀνθρώπῳ, Apology of Socrates, 38a). Life is not
worth living without ἔλεγχoς/elenchus, that is examination, argument of disproof
or refutation, dialogue; cross-examining, testing, scrutiny especially for purposes of
refutation. Such is the Socratic elenchus, often referred to also as exetasis or scrutiny
and as basanismus or assay (Vlastos 1983).
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Since Herodotus of Halicarnassus (c. 484–c. 425 BCE) in Classical Antiquity,
Lorenzo Valla (c. 1407–1457) in the Renaissance, Leopold von Ranke (1795–1886)
in Modern Times, and Marc Bloch (1886–1944) in the twentieth century, the critical
assessment of the authenticity and reliability of historical sources is the basic and
fundamental tool that historians have been using as a condicio sine qua non to
acquire their data and establish relations such as cause-effect among them (Galasso
2000, pp. 293–353, Ginzburg 2012a, pp. 7–24). While the “procedures used to
control and communicate the truth changed over the course of time” (Ginzburg
2012a, p. 231), and the use of the same data can be dramatically different in various
accounts bearing on the same past events across time, space, and cultures as well
(Grafton and Marchand 1994; Guldi and Armitage 2014; Wang 2016).

Thus, the historians’ key problematics have endured for a long period of time.
In 1986, Carlo Ginzburg, in his seminal essay on Clues: Roots of an Evidential
Paradigm, highlighted how history shares with two pseudo sciences, divination and
physiognomics, not only roots but also their derivative sciences, law and medicine,
that “conducted their analysis of specific cases, which could be reconstructed only
through traces, symptoms, and clues. For the future, there was divination in a strict
sense; for the past, the present, and the future, there was medical semiotics in its
twofold aspect, diagnostic and prognostic; for the past, there was jurisprudence”
(Ginzburg 1989, pp. 104–105; Momigliano 1985).

18.1.2 The Historians’ Big Data in a Computational
Perspective

The electronic computer radically changed at all levels the ways our society and
economy work (Robertson 1998, 2003). Historians are fully aware of the importance
of this technological turn for the advancement of historical research (Ladurie
1973–1978; Galasso 2000, pp. 311–315; Ginzburg 2001; Cohen and Rosenzweig
2005). In principle, the historian is not refractory to new technologies: all historians
went digital, in one way or another. They “have been actively programming since
the 1970s as part of the first two waves of computational history” (Graham et al.
2016, p. 58).

Today, computers can do for historians what they did, for example, for math-
ematicians and chemists in the twentieth century, both at the level of capacity of
observation and theoretical speculation (Robertson 1998). For example, chemists
used to create models of molecules using plastic balls and sticks. Today, the
modelling is carried out in computers. In the 1970s, Martin Karplus (Université de
Strasbourg, France and Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA), Michael Levitt
(Stanford University School of Medicine, Stanford, CA, USA), and Arieh Warshel
(University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, USA) laid the foundation for
the powerful programs that are used to understand and predict chemical processes.
Computer models mirroring real life have become crucial for most advances made
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in chemistry today, and on 9 October 2013, the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences decided to award the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for 2013 to them “for the
development of multiscale models for complex chemical systems”.

However, after the “Digital Humanities Moment” (Graham et al. 2016, pp. 37–
72), when historians started delving into data management and experimenting with
various software to shed new light on their data sets, they seem to find it more
difficult to take full advantage of the fact that computation itself is again morphing,
as William Brian Arthur would say (Arthur 2009, pp. 150–151). Machine learning
algorithms, one of computation’s key technologies, underwent radical change and
have now opened new horizons to the automation and speed of discovery (Domingos
2015). In this third wave of computational history the barriers of entry to powerful
computing and big data have never been lower for the historian (Graham et al.
2016, p. 58). So, it should be more attractive and easier for historians to step in.
But, in practice, it is more complicated because the question of the sources—which
keeps on being of the essence to the historian’s craft at each dramatic technological
turn (oral-to-written, handwritten-to-printed, analog-to-electronic, and now from
mathematical to algorithmic computation)—is acting as a bottle-neck. Let us
explain why and how.

These expanded research capacities can allow new computational-driven
research questions (and new answers): What shall the historian do having all data
available in a digitalized form accessible in any language? What are the implications
when all research materials are digitized and searchable through metadata in any
language? Can we understand the mechanisms of convergence/divergence between
local communities and international networks? How can the same networks/people
bring new wealth and development, or generate war and poverty? Which dynamics
and mechanisms operate in the world systems of individuals, families, cities, and
countries? When we know the relationship between all (past) facts, all their (still
present) traces/evidence, and all historiographical interpretative accounts, what
kind of wisdom can be built on them? Is it possible to model bottom-up universal
laws to influence the future? (Nanetti and Cheong 2016, p. 8).

Since the introduction of punch cards to enter data into computers, historians
started to create large data sets that may be analysed computationally. In the
1970s, the French historian Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie was the first to foresee
the implications of the use of the computer in historical studies: “History based
on computers/information technology is not limited to a very specific category of
research, but also leads to the establishment of an ‘archive’. Once transferred to tape
or punched cards, and after having been used by a first historian, the data can in fact
be stored for future researchers, who want to find non-experimented correlations”
(Ladurie 1973–1978, p. I, 3).

Since then, in their daily research activities, historians are producing and
accumulating extremely large digital datasets, in different languages and formats.
More and more historical databanks are becoming available on the Internet. Thus,
big data are becoming part of the historian’s craft, worldwide. As more historical
databases come online and overlap in coverage, historians and history as a discipline
needs more and more big data approaches to cope with the increasing volume of
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available sources and interpretations. Despite these big data, so far, big results are
at the horizon but not yet clearly visible. Why?

18.1.3 What Prevented ‘Big’ Results from Emerging so Far?

Cognitive computing borrows methodologies from two other disciplines, artificial
intelligence and signal processing, for the simulation of human thought processes,
while computational history aims to simulate the historian’s craft, in a computerized
model. Being at the very birth of artificial intelligence and automatic signal process-
ing, current scholarship and technology may have science fiction dreams, but cannot
have the presumption to automatize history as a whole, because its data volume and
complexity are still far beyond any available digital storage system capacity and
machine learning capability (Pavlus 2015). Nonetheless, computational history can
be extremely relevant to develop a new and more efficient study of primary sources
and secondary literature supporting the perennial historical chase for truth.

The bottle neck is the exegesis of the sources, because before dealing with big
outputs, we need to work on big inputs. The ontology adopted for the definition
of the entities and properties of databases is at the heart of the visualisation
processes that can allow agent-based modelling to shed new light on historical
records. Thus, computational history, before getting into the debate on the laws
and purpose of history (Gilbert 1990; Popper 1999, pp. 105–115), is called to
agree upon standardized methods to define machine-readable ontologies for both
data (items known or assumed as facts) and the relationships among data (i.e.,
information, facts provided or learned about something or someone), which can
be automatically extracted from primary and secondary sources, and possibly allow
to expand, quantitatively and qualitatively, historical evidence, that is the available
body of facts that the historian uses to judge whether a belief or proposition is true
or valid.

In a cognitive computing perspective, this process can be rephrased as
provenance-based validation (Wong et al. 2005). In the adoption of such a practice,
historical records need to be comprehensively decomposed into unambiguous fields
in order to be able to feed machine learning algorithms, which, firstly, can engineer
evidence-fact-event relationships in both primary sources and secondary literature,
and, secondly, build models of historical phenomena accounts in local, regional,
and global historical scenarios (e.g., in our case study, trade-conflict-diplomacy
relationships).

Hence, this paper (re)address the question of the sources and aims to provide
some solutions and facilitate this new ‘macroscopic’ computational turn in historical
studies. The solution that we propose to fill the gap comes in two stages: (1) to
restructure the computation of sources using big data automatic narratives to extract
facts from them and see their potential interconnections; and (2) to look at intensity
in the flow of facts to identify events as tipping points (Gladwell 2000) in societies’
natural nonlinear life using agent-based big simulations.
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Firstly, historical data are seen by computer science people as unstructured,
that is, historical records cannot be easily decomposed into unambiguous fields,
except for the population and taxation ones, which are rare and scattered throughout
space and time till the nineteenth century. This fact, in a computational perspective,
prevent taxation and population databases to be scalable and aggregated with other
datasets. An evident demonstration for taxation records is the Online Catasto of
Florence. It is a searchable database of tax information for the city of Florence
in 1427–1429 (c. 10,000 records uploaded till 1969) based on the work by
David Herlihy and Christiane Klapisch-Zuber, Principal Investigators, Census and
Property Survey of Florentine Dominions in the Province of Tuscany, 1427–1480.

Secondly, machine-learning tools developed for structured data cannot be applied
as they are for historical research. Both the exegesis of primary historical sources,
and the analysis of how those same primary sources have been selected and inter-
preted in various historiographical narratives are of the essence in this issue. The
historians are required to shift from generalization to conceptualization, because
univocal distinctions among theoretical units (e.g., evidence, fact, event) and
historical phenomena (e.g., trade, conflict, diplomacy) become necessary conditions
to generate new computational ontologies for databases (Guarino et al. 2009) and
their application in agent-based modelling for historical simulations (Gavin 2014).

18.2 Big-Data Automatic Narratives as a Prerequisite
for Big Simulations

According to Thomas R. Gruber (1993, 1995), a computational ontology requires
a research domain to share an explicit formal specification of the domain terms
themselves and their reciprocal relationships. Following Gruber’s methodology,
Andrea Nanetti extracted from the Morosini Codex (1205–1433) a coherent set of
indexing terms (Nanetti 2010, pp. xvii–xix; pp. 1853–2274) to aggregate data for the
interactive study of global histories. This research project, started from the world as
seen from Venice, is creating an international research team with the ambition to
engage the scholars of all other coeval chronicles written in Chinese, Arab, Russian,
Persian, etc. (Nanetti and Cheong 2016).

This Venetian beginning is highly relevant in global context for three main
reasons. Firstly, the Morosini codex was the model for the subsequent Venetian
vernacular historiography leading to the famous 58-volume Diarii (1496–1533)
by Marin Sanudo the Younger (1879–1902). These primary sources, providing
information on all the empires and cities having marketplaces in the inhabited
known world (the oecumene), represent one of the most important international
texts for late medieval European and Mediterranean history. They deal with innu-
merable political and economic records taken mainly from merchants’ (news)letters
and the Venetian council deliberations (Nanetti 2010, pp. xi–xvii). Secondly, the
Mediterranean basin has the longest and best-studied record of the ways in which
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human activities have transformed the world (Abulafia 2011, pp. i–xxxi). Thirdly, in
a computational perspective, the time period between 1205 and 1533 provides just
enough but not overwhelming data to imagine big simulations (Nanetti and Cheong
2016, pp. 22–25).

The system, to which this interactive study of global histories refers, is the
intercontinental Afro Eurasian communication network, which was first investigated
in a scholarly and comprehensive way by the German geographer Ferdinand
Freiherr von Richthofen (1833–1905) in his magnum opus China (1877–1912). In
1876 and 1877, baron von Richthofen anticipated the results of his work in two
lectures given in Berlin, at the German Geological Society (Waugh 2007, p. 3).
On 6 May 1876, he significantly chose to dedicate the first one to the sea routes
(Richthofen 1876). The second, given in 1877, was about the communications over
land (Richthofen 1876).

In this system, the actions (i.e., key relationship among events) have been
identified in trade, conflict, and diplomacy. The agents (i.e., the historical actors)
chosen for the simulations are in first instance the governments, which allow us
to analyse continuity and change patterns in trade-conflict-diplomacy relationships
among events at a world scale. On a higher level, this automatic extraction of key
narratives from a historical database allows historians to formulate hypotheses on
the courses of history, and also allows them to test these hypotheses in other actions
or in additional data sets.

18.2.1 Automatic Source Provenance Identification
and Facts-Evidence-Event Validation

As the name implies, the past is an era gone by: it is no longer with us in the present.
Historians use traces (the poor remains, still extant in the present) of what happened
as clues to select, investigate, and judge events of the past. We think and speak of a
past event as factual if someone or something we trust provides evidence for it. We
consider accounts of such events truthful if trustworthy people wrote them down.
By the time we read the accounts, we can have a variety of different evidence, from
one single record written once in an otherwise proven truthful chronicle to chains
of endorsements by trustworthy people, and therefore we consider such accounts
trustworthy.

We frequently find two accounts that are highly similar in two or more sources,
but with noticeable differences between them. Do these then refer to the same
event, or to separate events? For events that appear in some sources but not in
others, how would we know they are real? Similarly, for accounts that are highly
similar, how would we know if they refer to the same event? Historians learn to
judge the authenticity of historical records as part of their training, and become
better over time. However, in the era of Big Data, the amount of data and records
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will overwhelm historians. Therefore, we need the computer to help us validate the
historical records if we want the process to be scalable.

To do so, we (re)propose to decompose historical records into their elementary
constituents: who, what, when, where, why, and how. All elements must be
demonstrably factual before the record can be considered factual. In other words, if
the actor reported in an account appears also in other accounts (especially competing
ones), the actor is likely to be a real person or a real institution in the past. On the
other hand, if the actor appears only in one account, and is imbued with incredible or
inconsistent attributes, there is a good chance it is made up. It turns out that checking
the consistency in the profile of an actor is non-trivial, because different accounts
may refer to the same actor using different names that may sound similar. Similarly,
consistency in different accounts can also help us establish the validity of events,
locations, motives, and actions.

In the validation process described above, we see that ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘when’,
‘where’, ‘why’, ‘how’ are the basic building blocks of our knowledge about the
world. By themselves, they do not amount to much. For example, ‘Marco Polo’
may appear in multiple accounts, and based on this consistency we thus suspect
his existence in the past as factual (Orlandini 1913). The consistent accounts thus
provide evidence for the existence of ‘Marco Polo’. Similarly, ‘Catai’ appears in
multiple accounts, in manners that suggest that it refers to a place (Yule and Cordier
1913–1916). We thus establish ‘Marco Polo’ and ‘Catai’ as factual data. This is to
be distinguished from non-factual data, which can refer to beliefs, whose contents
may not be factual, but their existences are not in doubt.

By themselves, data are not very insightful. As we learn more about the world
around us, we start to draw relationships between data. For example, ‘Marco Polo
in Catai’ tells us more about ‘Marco Polo’ and ‘Catai’, more than the what we can
infer from the separate factual existence of ‘Marco Polo’ and ‘Catai’ (Orlandini
1926). In the same way, we can understand when relationships are counterfeit.
For example, ‘Jacob of Ancona’—the supposed author of a book of travels, in
which he was assumed to have reached ‘Catai’ in 1271, 4 years before Marco
Polo—ceased to exist in the historical landscape when his account of ‘Catai’ was
demonstrated to have been forged in the twentieth-century by David Selbourne
(Halkin 2001).

We call this level of knowing about the outside world ‘information’, which allows
us to say something about factual data and their relationships. In this classification
scheme, historical facts are information decomposable into data entities and their
relations. A historical event, though seemingly more complex than historical facts, is
a collection of interrelated historical facts, but remains at the level of ‘information’
that is structured into a narrative. Here let us warn that the ‘why’ element of a
narrative is extremely difficult to validate and establish as fact, because motives
frequently depend on the actors interpreting them, while the actor responsible for
an action may not provide a written account of its motive, truthful or otherwise.
Motives are also notoriously susceptible to reinterpretation in subsequent accounts,
for reasons that are difficult to uncover. Establishing the factual status of a motive
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is thus a major challenge, since the consistency criterion for validation frequently
fails.

In the Data, Information, Knowledge, Wisdom (DIKW) hierarchy popularized
by Ackoff (1989), knowledge lies above information in our knowing of the world,
and wisdom represents the highest level of knowing. In the DIKW hierarchy,
knowledge is a collection of information, organized into a procedure, for acting
on the world to solve problems. Wisdom is knowing when to act and when not to,
because there may be no value in solving some problems, or because we need to
prioritize which problem we solve first. The historian’s goal for studying history is
ultimately wisdom, but to acquire it we must pass through the knowledge stage. To
get to this prescriptive and proactive stage of knowing, modeling and simulation is
necessary.

But before we describe how to build ABMs based on historical events, and how to
simulate these ABMs to obtain counterfactual histories, let us highlight the different
ways historians and physical/computer scientists define data, information, facts,
evidence, and events. This comparison is shown in Table 18.1.

18.2.2 Complex Networks Visualisations of Historical
Datasets. Trade-Conflict-Diplomacy Relationships as
a Key Case Study

Assuming that we have solved the problem of provenance and validation, and
have successfully created a database of historical events in narrative format (‘who’,
‘what’, ‘when’, ‘where’, ‘why’, ‘how’), we now have the problem of extracting
insights from such a database. After we have also created an ABM, this would
be much easier, because we can use simulations to fill in the gaps and create an
animation of the events. However, insights are precisely the ingredients needed
to create the ABM, so we are faced with a chicken-and-egg problem. Therefore,
in place of the ABM animation, we turn to model-free visualization strategies to
discover the most important stories that can emerge from the database. We do this
using a complex-network approach.

First, we create a multigraph where the nodes represent actors (which in our
preliminary study are governments), and nodes can be connected by three different
types of weighted links, one for conflict, another for diplomacy, and the last for
trade. Other actions can also be included in follow-up studies. We start by setting
the weights of all links to zero. For a given event, we identify the actors involved,
and also the action. For example, in the record of Venice going to war with Rome,
the actors are the governments of Venice and Rome, and the action is war. Therefore,
we add one to the weight of the conflict link between Venice and Rome. After we
have gone through the full list of events in the database, we end up with a time-
integrated multigraph (see Fig. 18.2). We can use community detection methods
in the complex network literature (Girvan and Newman 2002; Blondel et al. 2008;
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Table 18.1 How historians and other humanities scholars define data, information, evidence,
facts, evidence, and events differently from physical and computer scientists

History/Humanities Physics/Computing

Data Things known or assumed as facts,
making the basis of reasoning
(philosophy)

The quantities, characters, or
symbols, on which operations are
performed by a computer

Information Facts provided or learned about
something or someone

Data as processed, stored, or
transmitted by a computer

Facts – A piece of information used as
evidence or as part of a report or news
article
– The truth about events as opposed to
interpretation (law)
– The available body of facts or
information indicating whether a belief
or proposition is true or valid
– Information given personally, drawn
from a document, or in the form of
material objects, tending or used to
establish facts in a legal investigation
or admissible as testimony in court

Synonymous with information

Evidence – The available body of facts or
information indicating whether a belief
or proposition is true or valid
– Information given personally, drawn
from a document, or in the form of
material objects, tending or used to
establish facts in a legal investigation
or admissible as testimony in court
(law)

Collection of data demonstrating
the reproducibility (consistency) of
an information/fact

Event A thing that happens, especially one of
importance

A single occurrence of a process
(physics)

Alvarez et al. 2015) to identify groups of nodes that are persistently at war, at peace,
or trading with one another. If such groups exist, historians must then find cultural
and geopolitical reasons to explain them.

Using this database, it is possible to work on the identification of transient groups
of nodes at war, at peace, or trading with one another. To discover them, we need
to construct a timeline of complex multigraphs representing different periods in
history. Again, patterns that we discover here represent the coarse flow of history,
and explanations are called for. Finally, we can perform a time-resolved analysis of
the database at the event level, to identify the key events that form the ingredient for
our explanations (Fig. 18.3), and also key periods that historians should focus their
attentions on (Fig. 18.4).
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Fig. 18.2 Constructing a time-integrated complex multigraph using the list of records in a
historical database. In the database, records are organized into narratives (with elements ‘who’,
‘what’, ‘when’, ‘where’, ‘why’, ‘how’). In the complex network, nodes represent governments,
while links represent actions (red for conflict, blue for diplomacy, and green for trade). The dashed
circles represent schematically persistent groups of nodes discovered using community detection
methods

Fig. 18.3 In this figure, we highlight active events during successive time windows t, t + 1, t + 2
by showing them as thick links. The convergence of events on h in time window t and divergence
of events from b in time window t + 2 points to the event involving h and b in time window t + 1
as a key event
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Fig. 18.4 In this figure, we highlight active events during successive time windows t, t + 1, t + 2
by showing them as thick links. The dramatic increase in number of events in time window t + 1
relative to time windows t and t + 2 points to time window t + 1 as a key period

18.2.3 Formal and Informal Models. Going from Patterns
to Models

From the time-integrated complex network and the time-resolved analysis based on
it, we can identify many patterns that we can use to develop large-scale historical
narratives. This will feel easy, and the narratives compelling, because we have
extracted key narrative elements from the historical database. Without the method
of automatic narratives, this historiography would take considerably more effort
from the historian. Unfortunately, historical databases today are not designed to
support inquiries through such machine learning strategies, however well designed
their search tools for enquiries by human historians. To support pattern discovery
by automatic narratives and other forms of data visualization, existing historical
databases must be systematically reorganized.

However, we must not stop at data visualization and finding patterns, which in
some sense represent informal models. In our quest for historical understanding,
such patterns are what economists today call stylized facts (Arthur 2014). They
can be compared to Kepler’s laws of planetary motion, discovered from the
astronomical ‘Big Data’ collected by Tyge Ottesen Brahe (1546–1601, first critical
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edition by Rawlins 1993). Informal models produced by such macroscopic research
methodologies (e.g., Schich et al. 2014) can be articulated using words, and are
good as scaffolding for organizing thoughts. However, they have neither explanatory
nor predictive powers, because we know what they are, but not why they are the
way they are. To be able explain historical phenomena and predict when they will
recur, we need the historical equivalent of Newton’s laws. These are formal models,
which can be stated either in equation form or as a set of rules (ABMs). To emulate
how Newton’s laws explain Kepler’s laws, and understand the role of change in
historical studies, Peter Turchin built top-down models describing how civilizations
expand, through agriculture or military conquests (Turchin 2003). By extracting a
few parameters from highly aggregated historical data, Turchin was able to show
how closely his technology-driven cliodynamics follow the historical trajectories of
the major civilizations in the world (Turchin and Nefedov 2009).

Encouraging as it may seem, cliodynamics overlook the role of human agency.
Human societies always have the need to make decisions, whether it is to trade,
to go to war, or to sue for peace. Unfortunately, if we follow the cliodynamics
approach to its logical conclusion, no part of history would have turned out
differently, i.e. history is inevitable. This is contrary to what Gordon Woo is
theorizing in his calculation of catastrophes (2011). To put human agency back
into history, and allow history to be contingent upon the decisions made (and
therefore admit counterfactual histories), our ultimate goal remains the creation of
historical ABMs.

18.3 Agent-Based Modelling and Simulations (ABMS)

Compared to equation-based modelling, which goes back as far as Newton in the
seventeenth century, agent-based modelling and simulation (ABMS) has a very
short history. While there may be early thinkers who contemplate the collective
consequence of decisions made by many individuals, as a mode of inquiry ABMs
can only be regarded to have started in the middle of the twentieth century. This
is because the history of ABMS cannot be divorced from the development of
the electronic computer. As early as 1971, Nobel Laureate in Economics Thomas
Crombie Schelling developed a toy model of segregation, in which happy agents
stay put while unhappy agents move (Shelling 1971). Agents are happy if more than
a certain fraction of their neighbours are similar to themselves, and are unhappy
otherwise. Using coins and graph paper to run the simulations, Schelling was able
to show that any level of preference for neighbours similar to themselves will lead
to segregated neighbourhoods.

In the 1980s, when the electronic computer was starting to become popular as a
research tool in universities, political scientist Robert Axelrod hosted a tournament
for computer programs to play the Prisoner’s Dilemma against each other (Axelrod
1980). In this first true agent-based simulation, the agents were the computer
programs that had to decide what strategy to use when playing against other
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computer programs who are also capable to deciding on or changing their strategies.
Later in the 1980s, we also saw the development of ABMs called Boids by Craig
Reynolds to explain the flocking of birds and the schooling of fishes (1986). In these
models, the agents follow three simple rules: (1) move in the average direction of
neighbours, (2) stay close to neighbours, and (3) avoid collisions with neighbours,
and adjust their velocities accordingly.

Around the same time, computer scientist John Holland and economist Brian
Arthur were also developing the world’s first artificial stock market, where adaptive
agents in the form of computer programs buy and sell stock according to their
predictions of how the stock price will change (Palmer et al. 1994). In this Santa
Fe Institute’s Artificial Market model, agents trade with their best prediction model,
out of a list of prediction models they maintain. These prediction models then evolve
over time by random mutations or by mating between models. They found that the
market and the agents never settle down, and are constantly generating booms and
busts like in the real market. In 1991, John Holland and John Miller published
a paper referring to their model as an ‘agent-based model’, and the name stuck
(Holland and Miller 1991).

Since then, the field of ABMs expanded rapidly. While economists were the
first adopters of this new computational methodology, ABMs quickly spread to
other social sciences. In particular, Joshua Epstein and Robert Axtell created the
Sugarscape ABM to explain the rise and fall of a large North American Indian
settlement, and popularized ABM for social scientists by writing their book on this
project (Epstein and Axtell 1996). As of now, ABM has become a fairly mature
technology. There are now major conferences on ABM, and also summer/winter
schools on ABM attended by postdoctoral researchers and PhD students, taught by
leading experts in the field. However, the spread of ABM as a tool has not been
uniform across the social sciences and humanities, history being a late adopter.
In this section, we will first describe how historians can build ABMs, what they
can learn from ABMs, and how ABMs can help them transform history as a
discipline.

18.3.1 Requirements and Prescriptions to Build Data-Driven
Simulations

According to Cain (2014, p. 1), “a mathematical model is an attempt to describe
a natural phenomenon quantitatively. Mathematical models in the molecular bio-
sciences appear in a variety of ways: some models are deterministic while others
are stochastic, some models regard time as a discrete quantity while others treat it
as a continuous variable, and some models offer algebraic relationships between
variables while others describe how those variables evolve over time”. ABMs,
though rule-based instead of equation-based, share many of the above character-
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istics. Historians wishing to reap these benefits must first learn how to build ABMs.
To support the development of such models, there are specific requirements besides
time and space that historians must take into consideration, when they construct
their databases or re-structure them accordingly.

Firstly, in the ontology of the entities that are used in the database engineering,
historians should identify:

– Necessarily, agents, that are the entities, considered as individuals and/or collec-
tive wholes (i.e., governments, families, etc.), capable of setting goals, interact
with other agents, and react to the environment and its changes;

– Necessarily, events, from which they can extract the actions needed to achieve
goals;

– Possibly, conditions (due to the environment and/or other agents), that are the
most important external factors influencing the decision-making process of the
agents;

– Possibly, preferences (built-in conditions), that are the arbitrary choices made by
the agents to pursue their goals.

For example, in the Engineering Historical Memory (EHM) project, as first basic
entities, besides time and space (always included), we decided to identify:

– Governments and families as agents;
– Trade, conflict, and diplomacy as filtering categories for actions like single

treaties, embassies, travels from one place to another, buy/sell/loan/stockpiling
of goods, battles, shipwrecks, sieges, wars, etc.;

– Non-agent entities (goods, coins, ships, etc.) as conditions or preferences.

Secondly, the database needs to facilitate or at least allow for the retrieval of
agent-action-condition (who did what and why) triplets, so that historians can
visualise the frequencies of actions taken under specific conditions by agents and
how they depend on time and space.

We then codify the most frequent or most important agent-action-condition
triplets as our rules for the ABM. If preferences can be inferred, these will also
be included. Otherwise, we may—through consulting human experts—endow our
agents with heterogeneous preferences consistent with behaviours of peoples of that
time and space, as input parameters for our ABM. At this point, we are ready to
write the computer program to simulate the ABM.

If what is missing in computational history is the macroscopic modelling,
which grasp big data “through a process of compression, by selectively reducing
complexity until once-obscure patterns and relationships become clear” (Graham
et al. 2016, p. 1), we propose to fill this crucial gap following the Annales
experience, and the consequent development of microhistory from the histoire
événementielle (Le Goff and Nora 1974, 1985; Burguière 2006, 2009). In our vision,
macroscopic models can be inferred by microhistory. In this perspective, big history
is what emerges from all microhistories interactions.

Microhistory (2012a, b, pp. 193–214) studies well-defined single historical
units/events to ask—as defined by Charles Joyner—“large questions in small
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places” in contrast with large-scale structural views (Joyner 1999, p. 1). The most
famous example being Carlo Ginzburg’s Il formaggio e i vermi (in Italian 1976 and
in English 1980). In the book, which is considered to have initiated this research
field in historical studies, the author wrote: “The historians have long since learned
that history is the history of men, not of the “great,” and the closer you get up
to everyday reality the better you decipher the past, and then grasp the sense of
immediacy with the problems, the connections with today’s present, i.e., history”.

18.3.2 Under What Conditions can We Learn from Big
Simulations?

In his 2014 position paper, Michael Gavin argued for the adoption of ABM in
history, as a means of encapsulating the complexity of historical events in terms
of a small number of rules. Following Epstein and Axtell (1996), Gavin calls this
feature of ABM ‘generative simplicity’. However, Gavin does not explain how
ABMs are to be built starting from data. We explained in Sect. 18.3.1 how ABMs
can be built in a data-driven process (which we want to promote). More importantly,
it is not clear whether the small set of ‘generative’ rules are static, or whether
they are adaptive and can change in time in response to evolutionary pressures.
As John Holland had demonstrated, while the meta rules are the same (mutation,
mating, selective reproduction), the rules themselves never settles down, and we
have “perpetual novelty” in the system (Holland 1989, Introduction). Can we say
we have an understanding of historical processes in terms of this ever-changing set
of rules?

Also, when we simulate the ABMs, we end up with a large number of
simulated histories. What then do we mean, when we say that we understand
the observed history with the aid of simulated histories? To unpack this, let us
suppose we understand much of human preference and behavior, but we do not
have complete data on the population. After building an ABM, we would need to
make assumptions on the preferences of the agents. Naturally, different assumptions
will give us different simulation outcomes. However, if we believe that history can
be ‘understood’, then the number of outcomes that are qualitatively different must
be small compared to the number of assumptions we simulate. This means that a
large number of simulations with different assumptions will give rise to the same
qualitative outcome. There are a few inevitable results we can discuss.

First, some outcomes can emerge from a huge number of assumptions, whereas
other outcomes appear only for a much smaller number of assumptions. We say
that the former outcomes are robust, and the latter outcomes are fragile. Outcomes
are not equal in this sense, and we can classify them using ABMS. Second, since
many different assumptions give rise to the same qualitative outcome, many aspects
of our assumptions must be unimportant (for otherwise they would have changed
the simulation outcome). It may be that only a few aspects of the assumptions are
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important. This realization means that the outcome may be explained by a few key
factors. Third, the historical trajectories leading to two qualitatively different (for
example war versus peace) outcomes may follow each other closely until some point
in time where they diverge. This point in time is when the simulated histories cross
a tipping point. By comparing the key factors leading to the two different outcomes,
and understand how they are different, we begin to have a better understanding of
tipping points and regime shifts in history.

18.3.3 Tipping Points. A Scalable Solution to Investigate
Change (i.e. The Fundamental and Nonlinear Force
of History)

Finally, to derive causal narratives of world history, and identify causative mech-
anisms and processes, we need to better understand what tipping points are and
are not. In the discussion, above, we have already mentioned that a tipping point
separates two qualitatively different set of historical trajectories. Certainly, a tipping
point can be an event, and so the action associated with the event can be understood
as a cause. However, let us make clear here that the action in the tipping point event
is merely the cause of the event, but not the separation of historical trajectories. To
understand this, we should think of ‘the straw that broke the camel’s back’. The
laying of this straw onto the camel’s back is clearly the tipping point, but it is no
more causal than all the other strands of straw on the camel’s back when it broke.

Ultimately, the causal narrative we would like to take away from this is that we
have been adding load onto the camel, and thus drive the camel closer and closer to
the tipping point. From the historical narrative extracted from the database, and the
bundle of counterfactual trajectories that it is grouped with, the causal factor must
be identified with the chain of key factors along these historical trajectories.

How then do we understand tipping points? Shortly after historical trajectories
diverge, we can extract the chains of causal factors along each bundle of trajectories.
We can compare these chains to identify the main difference in the chains of
causal factors that lead to one bundle of trajectories going to one outcome, and
another bundle of trajectories going to another outcome. This difference in causal
factors, compared to the actions in the tipping point event, then tells us how small
decisions that seemed inconsequential eventually turn out to have large impacts on
the outcomes.

Finally, because we produced these counterfactual histories using a microscopic
ABM, we can test in simulations what kind of changes to the preferences and
behaviors of agents as the simulations is in progress will change the outcomes.
Naively, if we have the preferences and behaviors of agents change continuously
from the key factors of one outcome to the key factors of the other outcome, we
should be able to change the outcomes for some of the simulations leading to an
undesirable outcome.
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18.4 Conclusions. Learning from Computational History

We repeatedly call for people to “learn from history”. Historia vero testis temporum,
lux veritatis, vita memoriae, magistra vitae, nuntia vetustatis, qua voce alia nisi
oratoris immortalitati commendatur? By what other voice, too, than that of the
orator, is history, the evidence of time, the light of truth, the life of memory, the
directress of life, the herald of antiquity, committed to immortality? (Marcus Tullius
Cicero, De Oratore, II, 36). If we read this famous Cicero’s quote through the
lens of the thermodynamic paradigm, which holds that a perfect description of a
given moment or set of conditions in history would provide a knowledge of future
conditions—and assume that “the new society comes into being in the womb of the
old” (Lechte 2003, p. 106), our increasingly complex world should cherish as much
as possible the treasure of human experiences (the data), to increase resilience and
sustainability and to nurture innovation (Nanetti et al. 2013, pp. 104–105).

However, the circumstances surrounding historical episodes are never identical,
and certainly not the same as the circumstances we find ourselves in. If war
have been averted in the past because of certain diplomatic gambles, we may not
be able to reuse them in the present day, because circumstances have changed,
and also the actors have changed. Nevertheless, if we believe that history of our
society is the result of selection between a small number of outcomes when it is
presented with complex inputs, then ABM can help us understand the relationships
between different outcomes, and transitions between outcomes is only possible
for neighbouring outcomes in some sort of phase diagram of outcomes. More
importantly, ABM simulations can help us identify the key factors driving the
simulations to a particular outcome, and what is the nature of the tipping point
separating this outcome from a neighbouring one.

Computational analysis can borrow models from ecology, evolution, dynamical
systems, and complexity theory (e.g., Holland 1989, 2000, 2012), and relate
them to historical processes to extend the humanities capabilities and give new
strength to the framework and prescriptions of century-old philological, historical,
art historical, and anthropological methodologies. In doing so, we can aggregate
knowledge for a better understanding of the present and transmit knowledge to
influence the future values we desire more.

By producing counterfactual histories from ABM simulations and comparing
these against the recorded histories, we can detect tipping points. If we are to
learn from history and not make the same mistakes that our forebears did, we must
understand the reasoning and decision processes that led to these tipping points.
Only then can we acquire the wisdom to steer human civilisation towards desirable
outcomes, and master the art of living together, with the consciousness of how false
beliefs can change history (Eco 1998).

In our vision, this narrative-driven analysis of historical big data can lead to the
development of multiple scale agent-based models, which can be simulated on a
computer to generate ensembles of counterfactual histories that would deepen our
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understanding of how our actual history its related historiographies developed the
way they did.

It entails the creation and advancement of databases (relational, graph, and
hybrid), algorithms, computational, statistical, and complexity techniques and
theories to solve formal and practical problems arising from the study, and the
interpretation, conservation, and management of historical data and information.

In this way, the historians’ major strength, their training in special units,
can overcome its major weakness, the practical and ideological narrowness of
specialised expertise, by adding to their data sets other historian’s datasets and test
their theories with multinational additional types of approaches that were not part
of their training.
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